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A TRIBUTE TO DORIS HEYDEN

Alfredo López Austin

Before anything e]se, I want to give my thanks to those who asked me to panicipate in this
well deserved homage to Dori§ Heyden. me invitation allows me to express my lifelong ad-
miration-and weakness-for intelligent women. In order to exp]ain this admiration 1 would
have to go back as far as my childhood and enter the realm of autobiography, and that would
not do. First, because of the nostalgia 1 fcel for those times too long past, and secondly, be-
cause of the justified lack of interest that would crcate in the audience.  It all remains, thus,
as a confession that justifies an explanatory stari.

I have to draw a line because,  when  1 want to talk about Doris  Heyden,  I encounter a
whole range of persons,  the foremost of whom  are the friend, the colleague,  the tcacher,
the scholar,  the  intelligent woman,  and one who  has  fought  all  her life to  transform  her
aspirations into rcality. Like some of you here today 1 have known several personal profiles
of Doris through the ycars, but 1 chose to speak about her intelligence today, and that brings
me to the evaluation of her capabilities as an investigator, to her patient and constant work
in reconstructing the symbolic values of Mesoamerica.

However,  it would be unjust to limit Doris Heyden's interest to the field of symbolic ex-
pression. Her views are much larger than this. She tries to penetrate the feeling of encounter
Mesoamerican societies must have had with their natural environment.  She sees in these so-
cietics a historical unity based on common traditions. She tries to discover in which way they
integrated animals, plants, meteors, heavenly bodies, and geographic accidents into an intel-
le€tual whole that  made sense to them  and  gave them  a feeling of coherence.  For Meso-
americans no crcature was frce from the universal logical order, and Doris Heyden tries to
penetrate that logic. The Mesoamerican symbol, as an expression of the universal logical or-
der, is the means through which Doris trie§ to understand.

As members of an agricultural society, Mesoamericans used to privilege vegetative cycles
as archetypes of the cosmic movements and gave representative values to the flora through
which all aspects of life were filtered.  For that reason Doris pursues the symbolism of the
flower, studying the representation of the world in its transit to another space-time by way
of the psychotropic,  in Coriés.  talks,  in the sky,  and in the jaguar's spots-in a word,  in
every comer of the cosmo§ where the expression of prcciousness would be needed.

But there is,  in Doris'  studies,  another symbol that competes with  the archetypes of the
vegetal world and of the flower. Or, maybe, rather than compete with it, it include§ and ex-
plains  it.  This  is the mother image,  as  the representation  of the universal  cycle in  which
everything must be bom and must die.  And Doris Heyden looks for the symbolic matrices
in the netherworld and in the caves. She finds that the mother image encapsulates the fi)ture
of what is most prccious for humanity, since in the womb, in the cave, or in the world of the
dcad the seeds of com, of the Sun,  and of humans,  decay in order to regenerate and ger-
minate. Tbe cycles are all contained within the mother's womb.  Binh and death thus trans-
fom themselves into stages of etemity. Love and terror unite to create the sacred. The cave,
the womb, and the Mother Goddess are the symbolic complex that is expressed through the
image, the word, and the rite.

Doris Heyden scarches the image, the word, or the rite, for the keys to Mesoamerican con-
ceptions. She does not confine herself to a single expression, since she knows that in histor-
ical investigation the right answer to cach question resides in the union of the various pieces
of the puzzle.  She goes back to the documentary sources,  in which studies she has demon-
strated her knowledge,  as when she was preparing a major edition of the works of Diego
Durán. When Sáhagún's Spanish text scems insufficient to her, she goes back to the Náhuatl
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Náhuatl original in order to understand the references that Post-Classic people made to the
old Classic city of Teotihuacan. She goes to the images in the manuscripts, in the murals, in
the sculptures, in the engraved stones, in ceramics, and in the shale plates.  She goes to the
interpretation of the  rituals  that one can  perceive  in  archaeological  remains,  to  the docu-
mentary registers, or to the ethnographical descriptions. She thus gathers the various sources
in order to build her frame of comprehension.

In her work Doris Heyden gives back to  myth, belief,  and religious practices their en-
during value. Going against the tide, in an age when the fad is to interpret Mesoamerican re-
ality from a super-sp¢ialized point of view only usefi)l to analyze one single form of ex-
pre§sion,  Doris Heyden gathers information from the most varied sources and works with
techniques from various fields. Also against the tide, while interpretation tends to be limited
to a closed spatial temporal context, Doris recognizes the historical character of a unifying
tradition in Mesoamerican cultures.

According to Doris, if the cave that lies under the Pyramid of the Sun at Teotihuacan re-
minds one, with its foliated plan, of the colonial representations of Chicomoztoc, one must
start from the hypothesis that there exists a common Mesoamerican nucleus of beliefs and
representations that then explains the similarity. If the cave of Teotihuacan preserves the ves-
tiges of a ritual, one must suppose that its interpretation will be enlightened by the data com-
ing from the colonial processes of Yanhuitlán or the ritual models followed even at the  be-
ginning of this twentieth century by the grain growers of San Francisco Mazapan in the caves
of the rain.

Ifonesusp¢tsthatunderthePyramidoftheSuntheremayhavebeendivinatorypractices,
one may look for a parallel with the image of the sacred cave of Chalcatzingo, according to
the interpretations given by other researchers of the ensemble of gigantic commalike signs
appüring in the reliefs of that Morelos site. Her resources are many, but it does not mcan
that her interpretations are naive or mechanical. "ey start from the recognition of a religious
tradition that lasted for millennia,  changing,  undoubtedly,  in many superficial aspects,  but
all the while preserving a profound sense of unity, as any vigorous tradition does.

Doris Heyden knows the arguments that go against Mesoamerican comparative studies. She
respectfiilly evaluates Kubler's postulates, based on Panofsky' s studies of the Mediterrancan,
and she contradicts them with well-balanced and solid arguments, saying,

In Mesoamerica there existed, over thousands ofyears , a culiural unity , withoui any
mqiorexiernalchanges,differingflomEwope,andespeciauyi_n€he_Mdíterrane.an
reéíon, wheTe great ,,,,. ovemer„S  of vaTíed Peopzes , datíng back €o ,he mos€ ancíen,
€imes , introduced new ideas and new symbols.

And she adds:

There is no doubt t:haS the nondiscriminating we of dataftom the sixteenth century
or wudem e€hnography in order to reinterpret €he mos€ anciem cuuures ca_n b? very
dangerow; however, I repeai tha} in Mesoamerica cultural contin¥ity is_ ?lf arly eyi-
de;ced in sorrue cw€oiiris and ideas of presentday indigenous people , which are simF
ílar to those of centwies  pcu§t.

In Mesoamerica,  them exist ideas and rrp]ths €ha€ have been kep€ alive fior rruin[y
cen€uries through oral tradi€ion. For example, or.e can hear today , am?ng so_me i_n-
digenow groups , myths that are aliínost ideniical in their content_ _to_ those tpai.Sa-
hágún'sirifiormntswerecorrumnicatingin€hesixieenthcentury.U€heserrv_€Pshave
báen kept a]íve over 5oo years , ftom the conquest untt, now, tt_ ís rea5on_db,e to q:.
sume triat Tenochtitlan's traditions may have been simi:lar to those of other peoples
€hat i!r\ay have exis€ed haLU a mlllennium befiore.
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Doris' argument is congruent with her interpretative hypotheses. Her travel through the Me-
soamerican environment is that of a scholar in Christian religion looking for the meaning of
the cross, the crown of thoms, the fish, the pelican, or the lamb, throughout the centuries
of the present era.

At the present time, when neoliberal ideology has designed the points of reference, looking
at scientific rescarch through the lenses of marketing, there are still those of us who offer
some resistance.  Some of us, who may be called "dinosaurs,"  still think of the value of a
scientific community that rcaches its highest levels through collaboration. Doris Heyden and
1 are collcagues, we are ffiends, we work on the same themes, and usually we coincide in
our interpretations, even if, infrequently, we do not agrce.

Whenever she does not like my ideas she does not respect me less for that,  nor do 1 stop
estceming her when she speaks in a mode that 1 would not have used.  We both know the
rules of the scientific game played the old-fashioned way, the game that gives its fiill mcaning
to dialectics within an enterprise that derives much from collective work.  We are not com-
petitors; we are colleagues going about our playftl profession. Actually, our work cannot be
conceived in the isolation of a cubicle. For this work we need dialogue, polemics, and cri-
ticism.  And also advice, help,  and support from whoever has walked this way before-or
better-whether it is the communication of a scarce reference, the loan of a book, and-why
not?-the shared joys, the familiar environment, or the relationship of a colleague who be-
come§ an intimate friend.

When all of this comes from a relationship of many years with an intelligent woman-like
Doris Heyden-I find myself very happy indeed, thanks to the memories of my very far-away
childhood and to my etemal weakness for intelligent women.

First presented during the homage to Doris Heyden, November 9, 1995, at the Museum of the Templo
Mayor, Mexico City. Trmslation by Michel Besson.
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